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Disclaimer
This report was prepared by Navigant Consulting, Inc. (Navigant) for Commonwealth Edison, Duke
Energy, Energizing Company, Energy Systems Group, Eversource Energy, Hawaiian Electric
Companies, PowerStream, Schneider Electric, Southern California Edison, United Illuminating, Vectren,
and Win Inertia (“Sponsors”). The work presented in this report represents Navigant’s professional
judgment based on the information available at the time this report was prepared. Navigant is not
responsible for the reader’s use of, or reliance upon, the report, nor any decisions based on the report.
NAVIGANT MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED. Readers
of the report are advised that they assume all liabilities incurred by them, or third parties, as a result of
their reliance on the report, or the data, information, findings and opinions contained in the report.
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Executive Summary
In recent years, microgrids1 have evolved from a nascent concept to a significant source of opportunity—
and concern—to players across the electric power industry. Drivers of this evolution include the
following:
•

Acceleration of distributed energy resource (DER) deployments (particularly solar PV and
energy storage)

•

Increase in frequency and duration of outages due to aging grid infrastructure and extreme
weather events

•

Rise of engaged prosumers (those who both produce and consume energy), communities, and
their advocates, which place a higher value on independent control

•

Energy resilience as an economic enabler

In an effort to understand this emerging market, the sponsors of this project commissioned Navigant to
help them develop a deeper understanding of and sharper strategic approaches to the emerging
microgrid industry.
Navigant engaged 12 project sponsors in a collaborative effort to define the scope of this research
through a series of webinars and in-person workshops. Market research, expert interviews, strategy and
business model tool development, and collaborative engagement between the sponsors and Navigant’s
subject matter experts yielded the conclusions and insights presented in this report. The most important
outcomes are summarized below according to the mutually agreed upon five scope areas of the project.
Navigant communicated these insights to the study sponsors through a series of deliverables, including
a final report and other interim reports and presentations.

Study Findings
Microgrids are complex and do not have a widely accepted definition.
Microgrids are the most complex and dynamic form of DER. Consequently,
the definition of microgrid varies, as it is difficult for market players to agree
on a common classification schema and nomenclature. To address this issue,
Navigant developed a set of definitions and frameworks, such as the
Ecosystem Model (pictured on the right and in Figure 2), which market
players can use to establish a common language and begin to understand this
multifaceted DER. For this study, Navigant examined grid-connected microgrids that serve multiple
islandable customers. These microgrids are complex commercial ecosystems with many stakeholders
and value exchanges. This complexity can be simplified and understood by thinking of a microgrid
project as a sum of discrete commercial elements and stakeholders, each performing different roles and
value exchanges as part of the larger system.

1

Defined below in “Report Highlights”
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The North American microgrid market is small, rapidly growing,
highly fragmented, and driven by different factors in different
regions and jurisdictions. There are many challenges to entering and
thriving in the North American microgrid market. The market is small
but growing quickly with expected annual growth in capacity through
2020.2 This market is also highly fragmented and opportunities to
create value depend upon a multitude of factors including one’s
organization type, where one operates in the value chain, jurisdictional factors, regional drivers or
barriers, and distributed energy technology trends. While campus/institutional microgrids3 are the
largest segment and are expected to remain so, the market for utility distribution microgrids4 is expected
to grow as utilities use them to adapt to market and regulatory changes and to more cost-effectively
address aging infrastructure challenges. Community microgrids5 are also growing rapidly in response to
climate change-driven demand for greater service resiliency and the desire to invest in energy
infrastructure in order to realize social and economic benefits. Drivers for the North American market
growth include weather, technology, state initiatives, and desires to capitalize on microgrid functions.
Combined heat and power (CHP), solar PV, and energy storage are emerging as the technologies of
choice for microgrid design. Long-term market success is expected to depend on the abilities of control
systems to not only functionally integrate these DER technologies but also do so safely and reliably.
Microgrid business models are not well-established, resulting in significant
financial risk—and opportunity. Bankability and replicability remain among the
biggest challenges for microgrid projects, businesses, and markets. These challenges
stem from the lack of clear, identifiable business models that will be profitable. Because
the market is in such an early stage of development, technical and legal execution of
demonstration projects can eclipse profitability concerns. The market is currently
missing a deep-dive exploration of and plan for addressing so-called commercial
considerations, including relationships that must be established and maintained to
profit from microgrid development. First movers to establish winning business
models may, therefore, have an unfair competitive advantage within the market
segments they choose to serve. However, the Navigant team concluded that pursuing
microgrid business opportunities using a go-it-alone approach is a dead end.
Partnership and collaboration are essential, as the skills and capabilities needed are too broad, and the
multitude of risks too wide-ranging and significant for a single organization to effectively bear and
manage. Furthermore, project development cycles are inherently long and complex, requiring
persistence, significant investment, and the ability to navigate complex stakeholder relationships.

Navigant Research is planning to publish an updated microgrid market forecast in 2016.
Defined by Navigant Research as microgrids that serve end users such as universities and hospitals.
4 Defined by Navigant Research as microgrids owned and/or operated by distribution utilities and serve a portion of
the distribution system with the point of common coupling typically sitting above the transformer level.
5 Defined by Navigant Research as microgrids that serve a collection of end users, at least some of which are
residential customers, and are neither owned nor operated by the distribution utility.
2
3
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Rigorous and careful microgrid strategy making is needed
to address market fragmentation, complexity, and risk.
Strategy is a plan to achieve a specific goal, whereas a
business model implements that goal. Given the complexity
of microgrids, the changing landscape of technologies and
markets, and the growing interest from new and different
market players, it is essential for an organization to have an
overarching and unifying strategy to direct their business;
however, that is easier said than done. As many will recognize, one of the inherent challenges in strategy
making is that the term strategy is ill defined, and strategy development processes are ambiguous and
unstructured. Organizational strategies are often held in the head of leaders and rarely formulated
through rigorous and cross-functional procedures (if they are developed at all). As such, clarity is
needed to not only define what a strategy is but also to determine a process by which one can develop,
articulate, and implement one’s microgrid strategy. The five-step Microgrid Strategy Development
Process developed through this study provides the sponsors a coherent and structured approach for
addressing key strategic questions.
Microgrid technologies offer significant promise for value
creation but require careful balancing of functional
capability with benefit monetization opportunity and
operating risk. In this section, the Navigant team
investigated operations and maintenance (O&M) experience,
lessons learned, and recommendations from a selection of
seven microgrid projects across North America. Navigant
focused on four microgrid analysis themes: technical, O&M,
financial, and islanding. Although specific lessons learned may be unique to the context in which each
microgrid project was developed—regulatory and market context, location, utility relationship, customer
loads, and DER—many broadly applicable practical implementation considerations are covered in
Navigant’s final report. Successful microgrid projects will likely be implemented in open markets with
advanced wholesale energy trading, places with abundant low-cost fuel, and regulatory environments
that facilitate utility ownership of microgrids or utility and third-party partnerships with large,
consistent, and critical islandable loads. Microgrids are promising platforms for piloting grid
modernization technologies, and although additional technical features may increase microgrid value
they also increase complexity, risk, cost, and the need for extensive testing.
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Study Outcomes
Sponsors gained a deep understanding of the
“This is a complicated space, and that
state of the microgrid industry. Sponsors joined
this effort because they knew the emerging
has been captured well. This work
microgrid industry is complex and multirepresents an accurate reflection of
dimensional. Through deep investigation of the
where things are right now.”
many dimensions of the industry, Navigant
– Rick Bolton, Energizing Company
validated and substantiated this perspective.
Microgrids offer specific benefits to address
specific needs—they are not one-size-fits-all solutions. Moreover, places and cases matter because every
project is unique and the large-scale replicability or commoditization of individual microgrid
deployments is currently unattainable. The unique context of each project drives business model options,
determines value creation opportunities, establishes important success factors, and ultimately results in
customized and unique technology, development, and operational choices. As the industry matures and
progresses through the stages of new technology market adoption, business models and technical
approaches may become incrementally more standardized. However, the state of the industry in 2015 is
inchoate. There is significant uncertainty, risk, and yet-to-be realized opportunity.
The study developed tools and approaches to better enable effective pursuit of sponsors’ defined
microgrid business objectives. At this stage, it is inappropriate to prescribe the best strategy for a
winning microgrid market play. There are many potentially viable strategic paths to pursue, one of
which may be simply to do nothing and wait and see. Given that the industry is uncertain and complex,
careful segmentation and targeting of markets and customers at this stage is of paramount importance to
developing a successful proactive microgrid market entry strategy. The tools and approaches generated
in this study enable the complexity and multifaceted nature of this industry to be coherently understood
and articulated by sponsors. Application of these tools during collaborative workshops contributed to
the development of the study’s findings. These tools include the following:
•

Classification Framework

•

Commercial Ecosystem Model

•

Business Model Framework

•

Value Chain and Value Network Diagram

•

Strategy Development Process

•

Strategic Positioning Matrix

•

Role-to-Role and Role-to-Value Compatibility Matrices

•

Several Critical Questions for Ecosystem Assessment
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Sponsors gained a sharper understanding of where microgrids can, and cannot, add net value within
a particular market segment and customer context. Within this developing industry, Navigant
identified specific customer types, geographies, regulatory environments, and energy market
environments where microgrids have the highest probability of early adoption. Marginal investment in
islanding capability, relative to traditional standalone distributed generation (DG) and demand response
(DR) investments, may not produce an incremental monetized return unless certain conditions exist.
While opportunities for economic dispatch of islanding capability do exist in select places and cases, the
majority of microgrid deployments will rarely seek to operate in islanded mode. Therefore, the most
viable projects include optimization of microgrid assets for grid-connected and “blue sky” operation.
These projects have the ability to produce monetizable benefits that will pay for the resilient services
offered by islanding capability.
Sponsors are in a position to develop, solidify, and
articulate their microgrid expertise to others and
thereby influence decision-making within their
“I learned a lot from the
organizations and the industry. Workshop
interactions with other workshop
participants visibly transformed from industry
attendees. The workshop
observers to industry insiders with the knowledge and
exercises were helpful for
capability to shape their organization’s future
applying the tools presented.”
microgrid strategy and direction. In addition to
– Kevin Cunic, Schneider Electric
becoming new microgrid experts they have
connections with industry peers and can leverage the
collective knowledge of this network of sponsors who
are among the most advanced microgrid thought leaders in the industry today.

Future Outlook
As the industry is still in its early stages, there is significant uncertainty and several potential directions
for industry development. Navigant expects that microgrid-enabling technology will continue to become
more advanced and less costly. However, the challenge of tailoring microgrid services to unique
circumstances will persist, thereby hindering replicability of projects and the overall scalability of the
industry. Industry players could react by developing standard plug-and-play microgrid solutions that
create sufficient monetizable value within certain appropriate combinations of customers, geographies,
and markets. Regulatory authorities could acknowledge these trends and develop new rules that reduce
the transaction costs associated with microgrid
development and open potential markets. Projects
could become sufficiently similar to warrant
“I learned there is no strong case for
securitization and large-scale financing of the
replicability. Microgrids are not a
industry by institutional investors. Customers could
solution to everything. There are
range from corporate and university campuses, to
specific applications that make
community centers, to critical facilities such as labs
sense, others do not make sense.”
and data centers, to distribution utilities themselves.
– David Ferrante, Eversource Energy
In this case, Navigant would expect the industry to
develop slowly at first and then accelerate along an
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S-curve, which is similar to the past several years of development in the solar PV market.
The industry may follow a different path, however. Microgrids could remain relatively rare and
specialized, serving particular places and cases with custom requirements. Instead, the monetizable
value of microgrids could be captured by a combination of building-scale nanogrids6 (which provide less
resilience at a smaller scale without the complication of serving multiple end users) and grid-scale
storage solutions (which provide ancillary and DER integration services for utilities without
necessitating an islanding capability). In this future, the microgrid market opportunity is only large
enough to support a handful of players, as the concept is superseded by other technologies with more
compelling business models that offer nearly the same services with fewer transaction costs and market
barriers.
It is still too early to definitively determine what the future will hold for microgrids. These circumstances
make this report all the more timely: executives mulling a proactive or wait-and-see strategic approach
to this industry stand to greatly benefit from the market forecasts, strategy and business model
development tools, and implementation lessons contained herein.

6

Defined by Navigant Research as microgrids that are small microgrids (<100 kW) serving single buildings.
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Report Highlights
In recent years, microgrids have evolved from a nascent concept to a significant source of both
opportunity and concern to players across the electric power industry. Nonetheless, this budding
industry is marked by complexity and uncertainty, leading many industry players to adopt a wait-andsee approach. Others are more active, such as suppliers seeking to lead a growing market or utilities
expecting growth of microgrids in their territory, and are exploring new business models as a result.

Introduction to the Study
Navigant assembled a diverse group of 12 sponsors from across the industry—eight utilities, two
developers/financiers, and two technology vendors—to leverage their collective knowledge and
experience to reveal key opportunities, barriers, and strategic approaches for microgrids. Navigant
subject matter experts led three in-person workshops to facilitate the study. The workshops defined the
study’s scope and provided a unique forum for sharing knowledge and developing ideas. Outside of the
workshops, Navigant performed detailed research and analysis across five key scope areas:
1.

Introduction to Microgrids

2.

Market and Drivers

3.

Business Modeling

4.

Strategy

5.

Implementation

The Navigant team coordinated with the sponsors to develop the scope, which placed the greatest
emphasis on strategy. The results of each section of the report informed the development of a flexible
strategy framework. The framework consists of tools and processes that enable organizations to develop
customized strategic approaches to capturing value in the emerging microgrid market.
Insights in this report were the result of a collaborative effort between Navigant’s consulting and
research (under the Navigant Research name) teams. This summary provides an overview of the key
content and takeaways from each of the report sections.

Introduction to Microgrids
Microgrids are the most complex and dynamic form of distributed energy resources (DER). Indeed, the
definition of microgrid varies, as it is difficult for market players to agree on a common classification
schema and nomenclature. To address this issue, Navigant developed a set of definitions and
frameworks, which market players can use to establish a common language and begin to understand the
complexity of microgrids.
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Key Takeaways
The Navigant team established key takeaways regarding the overall difficulty and nuances of defining
and describing microgrids through the process of developing the frameworks used in this study (Figure
1).
Figure 1. Key Takeaways from Introduction to Microgrids

Source: Navigant analysis

Definition
While there is no universally accepted definition for microgrids, the definition that is most commonly
cited comes from the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE’s) Microgrid Exchange Group:7

A microgrid is a group of interconnected loads and distributed energy resources within
clearly defined electrical boundaries that acts as a single controllable entity with
respect to the grid. A microgrid can connect and disconnect from the grid to enable it
to operate in both grid-connected or island-mode.
Notably, this definition excludes permanently islanded electrical systems that are not connected to a
larger grid, as these do not operate in grid-connected mode. However, many would contend that these
systems would constitute microgrids and are referred to as remote microgrids in Navigant’s
classifications.
Classification
Grid-connected microgrids vary across a number of characteristics, and Navigant has established a
classification system to logically group microgrids according to distinguishing factors:
•

Grid connection

•

Scale

“Microgrid Definitions,” Microgrids at Berkeley Lab, 2015. Available at: https://buildingmicrogrid.lbl.gov/microgrid-definitions
7
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•

End users

•

Objective

•

Load served

This classification scheme serves as the basis for some of the market segmentation analysis.
Analysis Components
When describing and defining microgrids relative to business models and strategies, it is necessary to
establish a common and consistent way to describe the technical, commercial, and financial aspects of
microgrids. Navigant’s Microgrid Commercial Ecosystem Model is introduced here as the basis for the
analysis components that will be used to describe the commercial and financial aspects of microgrid
projects, businesses, and markets (Figure 2) throughout this report. This ecosystem mindset is important
for developing a microgrid business model and strategy with a higher likelihood of success.
Entities or individuals within the ecosystem, depicted as boxes, are collectively referred to as
stakeholders. These stakeholder groups perform various tasks and functions within the ecosystem,
referred to as roles. Similarly, these stakeholders exchange value, depicted by arrows, in various forms
between one another, referred to as value streams.
Figure 2. Microgrid Commercial Ecosystem and Analysis Components

Source: Navigant
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Market and Drivers
The grid-tied microgrid market in North America is evolving. Each market segment and region, whether
in the United States or Canada, has its own drivers for growth, as well as barriers to full-scale
commercial deployment. This section highlights some of the key market opportunities, market drivers,
and regulatory issues shaping the near-term future for microgrids.
Microgrids offer specific benefits to address specific needs — they are not one-size-fits-all solutions.
Moreover, places and cases matter. Every project is unique, and large-scale replicability of individual
microgrid deployments is currently unattainable. The unique context of each project drives business
model options, determines value creation opportunities, establishes important success factors, and
ultimately results in customized and unique technology, development, and operational choices. As the
industry matures and progresses along the S-curve of technology development (shown in Figure 3),
business models and technical approaches may become incrementally more standardized. However, the
state of the industry in 2015 is inchoate. There is significant uncertainty, risk, and opportunity. At this
stage, it is not necessarily a given that the microgrid market will be a high-growth market. This is
reflected in the alternative future shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Stage of Development of the Microgrid Industry

Source: Navigant

The analysis within this section also includes capacity and revenue forecasts for specific segments of the
North American microgrid market, aligned with the interests of the study’s sponsors, which include
market sizing for specific revenue sources and regions. The graphs and figures provide analysis of the
market segments from two different analysis bases. Some of the figures—indicated with “Tracker
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Basis”—are produced directly from Navigant Research’s most recent Microgrid Deployment Tracker
database of current microgrid projects in operation, under development, or proposed. Other figures
provide forecasted values that leverage the data contained within the Tracker and Navigant Research’s
market analysis and expertise.
Key Takeaways
The microgrid market is extremely fragmented. Opportunities to create value depend upon a multitude
of factors including one’s organization type, where one operates in the value chain, jurisdictional factors,
regional drivers or barriers, and distributed energy technology trends. This fragmentation has multiple
implications for the sponsors of this research, as summarized in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Key Takeaways from Markets and Drivers

Source: Navigant analysis
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Trends and Drivers
In the most recent Navigant Research microgrid market forecast (4Q 2013), the overall compound annual
growth rate (CAGR) for all market segments in North America (excluding remote microgrids) was
forecasted to be 14.5% if measured on a capacity basis. Navigant Research is currently in the process of
updating this forecast for expected publication in 2016, and while Navigant believes this forecast trend
of year-over-year increase is generally expected to continue, the magnitude and CAGR is subject to
change under this update.
In this report, the market forecasts, as well as the discussions about the trends, are broken down into the
following primary microgrid segments:
•

Campus/Institutional

•

Commercial/Industrial

•

Military

•

Community Resilience

•

Utility Distribution

•

Community

While campus/institutional microgrids have historically been the leader in North American grid-tied
applications, interest is now shifting to utility and community resiliency projects. Commercial and
industrial (C&I) and military market forecasts are also included in the report’s forecasts given interest in
these specific segments as opportunities. For the purposes of this study, campus/institutional are
excluded from the discussion.
Weather-related and resiliency concerns, as well as other policy objectives, have driven many state
programs to support microgrids. Additionally, technology improvements and cost reductions are
making microgrids more accessible, functional, and affordable; thus, standards are changing accordingly
to accommodate these new technologies. Furthermore, many are recognizing that the functionality of
microgrids could help the overall grid by aggregating DER, improving cyber security, and facilitating
new business models.
Segmentation by Classification
The microgrid market is typically characterized by microgrid classification or segment. If narrowing this
segmentation to grid-tied microgrids in operation, under development, and/or proposed in North
America, it is the campus/institutional segment that leads with 112 projects totaling 1.2 GW (Figure 5).
Navigant Research is revisiting the capacity forecasting methodology (as the existing forecasts date back
to 2013), and updated values will be included in the next microgrid report due to be published in 2016.
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Figure 5 shows the breakdown of total capacity by segment for all microgrids in Navigant Research’s
Microgrid Deployment Tracker, including projects in operation, under development, and proposed.
Figure 5. Total Capacity (MW) of Microgrids by Segment, Tracker Basis, North America
Commercial/Industrial,
941 MW

Military, 728 MW

Utility Distribution,
476 MW

Campus/Institutional,
1,197 MW

Community
Resiliency, 342 MW
Community, 228 MW

Source: Navigant Research

For utility distribution microgrids, the investor-owned utility (IOU) market is much larger in 2015 when
compared to the public power (including municipal utilities and rural cooperatives) utility market: 26.0
MW versus 11.1 MW. However, when looking out to 2020, the dynamics of the utility microgrid market
become quite different. At that point in time, forecasted annual capacity for IOUs is 50.3 MW, a CAGR of
14.4%. In contrast, the public power utility microgrid market ramps up to a forecasted 111.7 MW
annually, a CAGR of 58.7%. The reason public power is expected to show such dramatic growth is that
near-term development is small but anticipated to pick up momentum since public utilities face fewer
regulatory hurdles than their IOU counterparts.
Microgrids for military, C&I, and community resiliency are also expected to grow in capacity. The focus
of military microgrids is security, both cyber and physical; because the military market for bases in the
United States dominates federal projects, it is used as a proxy for that market in this analysis. The C&I
segment is also growing but is currently among the smallest segments in terms of existing operational
capacity, partly because it does not include remote mines (classified as remote microgrids) or campusstyle microgrids (single end users with multiple buildings), which are classified as campus/institutional
microgrids. Finally, community and community resiliency projects have the greatest public policy
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support but face the most significant regulatory barriers, so growth prospects in this market are
uncertain.
Segmentation by Project Size
The most common size of a grid-tied microgrid in North America, identified in Navigant Research’s
Microgrid Deployment Tracker database, is between 1 MW and 10 MW, with the next most common size
between 100 kW and 1 MW (as shown in Figure 6). This trend is similar to that of microgrid projects
historically funded by U.S. federal agencies, which are often staged projects that start around 1 MW and
are then scaled up over time.
Figure 6. Number of Grid-Tied Microgrids by Total Capacity, Tracker Basis, North America
100 kW - 1 MW, 97

10 MW - 50 MW, 51

0 - 100 kW, 37

1 MW - 10 MW, 123

50 MW +, 16

Source: Navigant Research

Segmentation by Implementation Revenue
Implementation revenue reflects the revenue streams associated with each major component category,
including hardware, software and integration and implementation services, excluding any legacy assets.
Out of the 398 identified grid-tied microgrid projects in North America that populate Navigant
Research’s Microgrid Deployment Tracker database, only 33 (~9%) surpass $50 million in value and are
currently online. Another 13 (~3%) identified projects above $50 million in value are expected to come
online in 2016 and beyond. Navigant Research does not believe this differential reflects any trend but is
merely an artifact of the data collection process, which is ongoing. As larger microgrids move into fullscale commercial deployments, vendors are less willing to share project details due to non-disclosure
agreements and for competitive reasons.
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Segmentation for Ontario
The Navigant team identified Ontario as the best province in Canada for microgrids, particularly gridtied systems. The first Canadian utility to offer a microgrid service is based in Ontario (PowerStream);
the Ministry of Energy is funding multiple pilot projects; and the province is home to 73 municipal
utilities. While the opportunity for remote microgrids is less than in the other Canadian provinces—since
the vast majority are expected to be connected to the distribution grid—the remote communities in the
province are of sufficient scale to be attractive from a private development perspective.
Segmentation by Technology
Navigant evaluates the global microgrid market with respect to microgrid-enabling technologies and
how this revenue is split among the various technologies and vendors (Figure 7). While this figure may
undergo revision in 2016 as new data on solar PV, energy storage, and software costs is integrated into
the Navigant Research revenue methodology, for now these snapshots help put the specific technology
forecasts into perspective.
Figure 7. Microgrid-Enabling Technology Vendor Revenue Market Share by Technology, World
Markets: 2014
Fossil
9%

Renewable
23%

Distribution
Hardware and Other
Costs
40%

CHP
7%
Software
5%

PEV
0%

Energy Storage
12%

Inverters
4%

Source: Navigant Research

Business Modeling
Bankability and replicability remain among the biggest challenges for microgrid projects, businesses,
and markets. These challenges stem from the lack of clear, identifiable business models that will be
profitable. Because the market is in such an early stage of development, technical and legal execution of
demonstration projects can eclipse profitability concerns. The market is currently missing a deep-dive
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exploration of and plan for addressing so-called commercial considerations, such as relationships that
must be established and maintained to profit from microgrid development.
Key Takeaways
The Navigant team developed specific takeaways through an investigation of microgrid business
models, which can be useful to sponsors as they seek to develop a profitable approach to this market.
The insights arose from the process of defining business model in the microgrid context, designing tools
for business development, and identifying strategy archetypes (Figure 8).
Figure 8. Key Takeaways from Business Modeling

Source: Navigant analysis

Microgrid Business Model Definition
Investopedia defines a business model as “the plan implemented by a company to generate revenue and
make a profit from operations, [and it] includes the components and functions of the business, as well as
the revenues it generates and the expenses it incurs.” With respect to microgrids, a business model
defines the way in which a microgrid project, business, or market is planned, implemented, and
executed to meet its strategic objectives.
For a microgrid project, business, or market to be commercially and financially viable, it must address
both the commercial (e.g., plan, operations, components, and functions) and financial (e.g., revenue,
expense, and profit) components of the business model definition. Eight key components, seen in Figure
9, serve as the basis for the Microgrid Business Model Framework.
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Figure 9. Commercial and Financial Business Model Components

Source: Navigant analysis, adapted from “Business Model Canvas,” Osterwalder, Pigneur, & al. 2010

Microgrid Business Model Framework
The Microgrid Business Model Framework, created by the Navigant team, provides a template by which
an organization can outline, describe, and visually depict its microgrid business model. The framework
is created by aligning the microgrid analysis components (i.e., stakeholders, roles, and value streams)
from Figure 2 with the eight key business model components in Figure 9.
For the commercial components, the framework is used to identify both the roles and value streams for
each of the five commercial components as well as provide justifications and analysis for those selections
(tools for such assessments are discussed below). For the financial components, the framework captures
not only the value of the capital, costs, and revenue but also the supporting documents and assumptions
needed to evaluate the risks and opportunities associated with creating projected values.
Analysis Tools
A set of microgrid-specific tools can assist in creating and evaluating one’s microgrid business model
(Figure 10). First, the Microgrid Commercial Ecosystem Model is used to visually depict and
communicate the stakeholders, roles, and value streams essential to one’s business model to assess the
risks and opportunities. Secondly, a deeper analysis of the alignment and conflict between different
stakeholders within the ecosystem can be done through a Stakeholder Interest Assessment. Finally, the
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Microgrid Value Network can help to map how different roles along the value chain feed into and thus
depend upon one another. Collectively, these tools help address all aspects of the Microgrid Business
Model Framework.
Figure 10. Analysis Tools for the Microgrid Business Model Framework

Source: Navigant

Archetypal Players and Approaches
Archetypes assist microgrid business model development because they help to relate common patterns
to real-world choices. In this way, archetypal players represent combinations of roles and value streams
that current players in the market are using, while archetypal approaches describe the means by which
current players are entering and operating within the market. While actual players and approaches may
not match exactly to the archetypes presented within this report, understanding these archetypes can
help to assess and develop one’s own microgrid business model and strategy.

Strategy
Given the complexity of microgrids, the changing landscape of technologies and markets, and the
growing interest from new and different market players, it is essential for an organization to have an
overarching and unifying strategy to direct their business; however, that is easier said than done. As
many will recognize, one of the inherent challenges in strategy making is that the term strategy is ill
defined and strategy development processes are ambiguous and unstructured. Organizational strategies
are often held in the head of leaders and rarely formulated through rigorous and cross-functional
procedures (if they are developed at all). As such, clarity is needed to not only define what a strategy is
but also to determine a process by which one can develop, articulate, and implement one’s microgrid
strategy.
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Key Takeaways
In defining microgrid strategy and developing the five-step Strategy Development Process described
below, the Navigant team uncovered key takeaways and nuanced guidance on how one should go about
developing microgrid-specific strategies. By implementing this strategy-making approach with the
sponsors during small group sessions meant to simulate real-world situations, Navigant was able to
compile additional insights into the approach as well as the perspectives of key stakeholders such as
utilities, third-party developers, and technology providers. Figure 12 identifies the key takeaways.
Figure 11. Key Takeaways from Strategy

Source: Navigant analysis

Microgrid Strategy Definition
Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary defines strategy as “a careful plan or method for achieving a particular
goal usually over a long period of time [and/or] the skill of making or carrying out plans to achieve a
goal.” In this way, a strategy is a means to an end such that it relates to both a goal and a plan to
implement that goal. Strategy is thus differentiated from a business model in that a business model is the
means to implement one’s strategy (Figure 12). It should be noted that there is another approach to
strategy making that would consider the strategy as it relates to implementing a given business model;
however, that approach is not considered in this study.
Figure 12. Business Model vs. Strategy

Source: Navigant
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For microgrids, the strategy definition is revised to be specific to the microgrid analysis components.
Thus, a microgrid strategy identifies an organization’s future place within the microgrid ecosystem and
the role(s) it will play within the microgrid value chain. An effective strategy also defines an
organization’s position within chosen markets and differentiates this position from competitors and
customer substitutes.
Furthermore, a microgrid strategy determines the direction of an organization’s future microgrid
engagements. As such, the objective of the microgrid strategy is to answer a set of key questions (as seen
in Figure 13), thereby choosing the future scope and boundaries of an organization’s purpose, product,
market, and capability.
Figure 13. Key Strategy Development Questions

Source: Navigant

Microgrid Strategy Development Process
Navigant’s five-step Microgrid Strategy Development Process (Figure 14) provides an outline of steps to
develop one’s microgrid strategy and the associated deliverables needed to answer the key questions
listed in Figure 13. It should also be noted that the overall approach to this process builds upon the
microgrid analysis components presented in the Introduction to Microgrids section (specifically the
selection of roles and value streams), so it is recommended that one first fully grasp those concepts and
definitions before implementing this process.
It should further be noted that, while this process is presented in a linear fashion, it is likely that one’s
actual strategy-making process will be iterative. This process is a framework by which one can orient
their own process and from which one can leverage a set of tools for one’s specific circumstances. In this
way, the tools presented here facilitate not only deliberative but also emergent strategy making.
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Deliberative strategy making would follow this process exactly, and results would align directly to the
initially identified objectives. Conversely, emergent strategy develops organically through a series of
actions taken by an organization that eventually leads it to its ultimate strategy regardless of the
originally identified objectives. Both approaches are reasonable and are likely needed and/or naturally
occur as the market for microgrids evolves over time.
Figure 14. Navigant’s Microgrid Strategy Development Process

Source: Navigant

Implementation
In this section, the Navigant team investigated operations and maintenance (O&M) experience, lessons
learned, and recommendations from a selection of seven microgrid projects across North America.
Combined, these projects highlight key takeaways and implications that should be considered by
utilities, project developers, and vendors during the development and operation of microgrid projects.
Key Takeaways
To provide project implementation insights, Navigant focused on four microgrid analysis themes:
technical, O&M, financial, and islanding. Data collected by each analysis area was distilled into key
takeaways by analysis theme in Figure 15. This list of takeaways is written for a broad audience of
stakeholders including utilities, project developers, and regulators, among others, and is described in
additional detail within the full report. Navigant recognizes that these recommendations may be unique
to the context in which each microgrid project was developed: regulatory and market context, location,
utility relationship, customer loads, and DER. While Navigant’s recommendations are not exhaustive,
they do provide guidelines based on the findings of the case study analysis, project sponsor experience,
and Navigant expertise.
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Figure 15. Key Takeaways from Implementation

Source: Navigant analysis

Case Study Approach
The analysis objective for this study was to develop incremental knowledge about success and failure
drivers for microgrid implementation. The research team developed practical implementation
considerations for project sponsors seeking to implement microgrids in places and cases where such
development may have merit. Insights were derived from the following sources:
1.

Development of project case studies as a means through which selected project success and
failure characteristics may be identified, defined, and understood. Case studies were constructed
through owner/operator interviews and secondary research.

2.

Leveraging the collective knowledge of sponsor experience through an online survey and
facilitating discussion during three in-person workshops.

3.

Navigant’s research reports (published under the Navigant Research brand) and project
implementation expertise.

Navigant chose two projects to include in the report as detailed case studies (C1 and C2) and five
projects to include as higher-level highlight studies (H1-H5), as shown in Figure 16. Data to inform the
case and highlight studies was collected primarily through interviews. The Navigant team facilitated a
workshop in which project sponsors determined the most important questions related to each analysis
theme. The team used these questions, as well as a series of project-specific questions, to direct the
interview process.
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Figure 16. Case Study and Highlight Study Projects

Source: Navigant

Standards
Perhaps the most interesting standards under development are IEEE P2030.7 and IEEE P2030.8, which
address microgrid specification and testing, respectively. The P2030.7 specification is intended to
provide platform-independent interfaces that make microgrids more modular and interoperable without
limiting functionality or inhibiting customization of components and approaches to optimization. A
notable feature of this standard is that it provides specifications for functions rather than devices. This
recognizes that microgrid control functions may be performed by multiple devices, from the end device
up to the utility, rather than by a single centralized management system. The P2030.8 provides testing
protocols to verify and quantify the performance of microgrid control devices to ensure that they meet
the minimum requirements of the P2030.7 standard.

Conclusions
Market research, expert interviews, strategy tool development, and collaborative engagement between
sponsors and Navigant subject matter experts yielded the following conclusions, insights and high-level
lessons learned (Figure 17).
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Figure 17. Conclusions from Study

Source: Navigant analysis
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